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 There is rising apprehension that U.S. partisan polarization is making it 
harder for the United States to keep its international commitments. This 
could have profound implications for one of the most critical elements of 
U.S. foreign policy: its commitment to its alliance partners. We explore this 
issue by analyzing to what extent partisanship can influence U.S. voter 
commitment to aid and defend allies. Using four survey experiments, the 
study analyzes the resilience of U.S. support for an ally, the Republic of 
Korea, across a range of scenarios. When presented with a neutral framing 
of South Korea without any overt partisan cues, voters support South 
Korea even at the risk of incurring military casualties or economic costs. 
Compared to Democrats, however, Republicans consistently express lower 
support for South Korea. These results suggest that there is a clear partisan 
divide when it comes to alliances. Furthermore, we find that stronger 
cues that target partisan group identities can trigger sizable effects on 
voter attitudes. Collectively, these results suggest that growing partisan 
polarization may increase uncertainty in U.S. voter commitment, a finding 
with important implications for the U.S.-South Korean alliance and alliance 
credibility more broadly.
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A perennial question is whether countries 
will honor their alliance commitments. 
For decades, a degree of bipartisan con-
sensus around foreign policy contribut-

ed to the perception that the United States would 
be willing to use force to live up to its specific treaty 
obligations.1 Domestic politics was said to end at 
the water’s edge. When Donald Trump ran for and 
secured the presidency on an explicitly nationalist 
“America First” platform, he openly questioned the 
alliance status quo. He chided allies for not doing 
enough to share the financial burden; he hinted at 
withdrawing U.S. troops from the territory of some 
allies (e.g., South Korea); he levied tariffs on allies; 

and his administration signed an agreement to move 
troops from Germany to Poland.2

The reality is that alliances are never ironclad. 
Commitment is always contingent. States cannot 
be forced to honor their treaty obligations, and in 
some cases, they do not live up to their treaty duties. 
Indeed, although defensive alliances are more often 
reliable than not, they are not honored about 25 per-
cent of the time.3 Furthermore, alliance treaties also 
leave signatories with some discretion. Allies retain 
some ability to determine when they are obliged to 
aid an ally with force and what the nature of the 
response will be.4 There are other ambiguities too, 
such as whether cyber attacks should be regarded as 
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support for allies. One implication is that leaders 
may be able to influence voters in ways that reduce 
the potential domestic costs of reneging on alliance 
commitments, which has the potential to undermine 
alliance credibility.

The following section elaborates how partisan po-
larization has the potential to weaken voter com-
mitment to allies. We then introduce our research 
approach, followed by a presentation of our survey 
experiments and results. Finally, we conclude with a 
discussion of the implications of our findings for the 
U.S.-South Korean alliance and alliance commitment 
more broadly, some of the limitations of our study, 
and areas for future research.

Partisan Polarization and Alliances

Before looking at the results of our survey, it is 
important to understand the implications of partisan 
polarization for alliances. We define partisan polar-
ization as the growing division of people’s opinions 
and identities along partisan lines. Below, we focus 
on two broad types of polarization: ideological po-
larization and group identity polarization.

Ideological Polarization 

Ideological polarization refers to the growing di-
vergence of public beliefs among voters and their 
sorting into two increasingly distinct political parties. 
Research points to growing ideological polarization 
across a range of policy issues, such as the economy, 
civil rights, and foreign policy.16

There are several ways in which the ideological po-
larization of voters matters for alliance commitment. 
First, some research suggests that voters are aware 
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of foreign policy issues and that foreign policy can 
influence their vote.17 Thus, voters may play a role 
in electing — or creating the possibility of electing 
— candidates who are skeptical of international com-
mitments and less supportive of aiding and defending 

allies. Second, ideological polarization 
may influence alliance support directly via 
public opinion. Public opinion has been 
found to influence politicians and mili-
tary leaders in making critical decisions 
about using force or maintaining military 
activities.18 Third, ideological polariza-
tion could reduce domestic political costs 
for reneging or weakening commitment 

mechanisms. With greater ideological polarization, 
leaders may rely increasingly on a political base of 
strong partisan supporters. A growing number of 
alliance skeptics within a party would give a leader 
greater room to maneuver and perhaps even incen-
tives to weaken alliance commitments. Leaders would 
thus face few domestic political repercussions among 
supporters were they to undo earlier commitments, 
such as to deploy troops on an alliance partner’s soil, 
or possibly even were they to choose not to live up 
to their treaty obligation to defend their ally.

Voters may indeed be developing increasingly dis-
tinct ideological preferences toward alliances that 
split along party lines. Opinion polls show growing 
divergence in foreign policy beliefs generally and 
for alliances specifically. According to the Pew Re-
search Center, among Republicans or those that 
lean Republican, support for an active U.S. role in 
the world has declined from 53 percent in 2004 to 
only 45 percent in 2019. By contrast, support among 
Democrats increased from 37 percent in 2004 to 62 
percent by 2019. The Pew Research Center also finds 
a large and growing partisan gap in expectations for 
U.S. allies. In 2019, only 31 percent of Republicans or 
those leaning Republican believed that the United 
States should compromise with allies by taking their 
interests into consideration, compared to 42 percent 
in 2004. By contrast, 83 percent of Democrats or 
those leaning Democrat supported that view, up 
from 65 percent in 2004.19 Another poll from Reuters 

an armed attack or the precise territorial boundaries 
covered by an alliance.5

Alliances thus face significant credibility challenges 
since they are, by nature, self-enforcing agreements.6 
Yet, credibility is paramount for deterrence and ex-
tended deterrence,7 reputation,8 crisis bargaining,9 
and maintaining alliance relations.10 Consequently, 
countries rely on measures to signal their commit-
ment. To enhance the credibility of these signals, 
they attempt to raise the domestic costs of defection 
through hand-tying.11 Governments sign alliances 
and make bold pronouncements of support for an 
ally to raise the domestic political costs of backing 
down — what’s known as “audience costs” — there-
by signaling their resolve to a possible adversary 
as well as their alliance partner.12 They also make 
costly investments — “sunk costs” — to signal their 
commitment by deploying troops on an ally’s soil, 
creating tripwires, building military interdependence, 
and taking other measures.13

Still, alliance commitment ultimately rests on do-
mestic politics, and even such commitment measures 
can never be locked in indefinitely. As Paul Musgrave 
observes, in democracies, electoral politics create 
incentives over the long term for politicians to change 
the status quo as parties seek to differentiate them-
selves when coalitions shift. This dynamic has given 
rise to polarization that has eroded the democratic 
base of support for U.S. hegemony.14 While Musgrave 
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uses historical examples, the United States is cur-
rently experiencing intense partisanship reflected in 
changing foreign policy views on issues such as trade 
and, more recently, support for Ukraine.15 This may 
also have important implications for the domestic 
political durability of alliance commitment.

This paper studies the effects of partisanship on 
U.S. voter commitment to allies, specifically the Re-
public of Korea, under conditions of partisan polar-
ization. To examine this, we administered surveys 
to U.S. voters in January of 2022 and March of 2023, 
wherein we experimentally analyzed the impact of 
various partisan cues on their support for South 
Korea. We found that, while overall support for 
defending South Korea is relatively stable across 
a range of different hypothetical scenarios, there 
are underlying differences between Democrats and 
Republicans. Democrats show higher support than 
Republicans for aiding and defending South Korea. 
Moreover, presenting more overt partisan cues that 
appeal to an individual’s partisan group identity can 
have substantial impacts on levels of support for 
South Korea. Voters, particularly Republicans, are 
responsive to partisan leadership cues and strong 
language that echoes Trump’s America First rhetoric. 
However, appeals to duty and values in support of 
maintaining alliance commitments have little effect 
on voters, Democrat or Republican. These results 
suggest that polarizing messaging can subvert public 

These polls suggest that there 
may be an emerging skepticism 
of alliances among Republicans 
relative to Democrats.
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/ Ipsos in 2018 found that two-thirds of Republicans 
agreed that America should not be bound by treaty 
commitments if NATO allies do not spend sufficiently 
on defense, whereas about 40 percent of Democrats 
held the same view.20 These polls suggest that there 
may be an emerging skepticism of alliances among 
Republicans relative to Democrats.

Group Identity Polarization 

Another perspective on polarization suggests that 
people sort by social identity rather than ideology.21 
Increasingly, party identification has become more 
central to people’s identity rather than reflective of 
a specific set of ideological beliefs. Indeed, some 
research finds that one’s identity as a member of a 

20  Phil Stewart, “Nearly Half of Americans Link Defense of NATO to Allies’ Spending: Reuters/Ipsos Poll,” Reuters, July 18, 2018, https://www.
reuters.com/article/us-usa-nato-voters/nearly-half-of-americans-link-defense-of-nato-to-allies-spending-reuters-ipsos-poll-idUSKBN1K82QK.
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ogy 39, no. S1 (February 2018): 257–77, https://doi.org/10.1111/pops.12485.
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no. 2 (2018): 333–54, https://doi.org/10.1111/1475-6765.12228.
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Political Science 59, no. 3 (2015): 690–707, https://www.jstor.org/stable/24583091.
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org/stable/1558352; Howard G. Lavine, Christopher D. Johnston, and Marco R. Steenbergen, The Ambivalent Partisan: How Critical Loyalty Promotes Democ-
racy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012); Charles S. Taber and Milton Lodge, “Motivated Skepticism in the Evaluation of Political Beliefs,” American Journal 
of Political Science 50, no. 3 (2006): 755–69, https://www.jstor.org/stable/3694247; Gary C. Jacobson, “Referendum: The 2006 Midterm Congressional 
Elections,” Political Science Quarterly 122, no. 1 (2007): 1–24, https://doi.org/10.1002/j.1538-165X.2007.tb00589.x; Brian J. Gaines et al., “Same Facts, Different 
Interpretations: Partisan Motivation and Opinion on Iraq,” Journal of Politics 69, no. 4 (2007): 957–74, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-2508.2007.00601.x.

political party is even stronger than religious, lin-
guistic, ethnic, or regional identities.22 Furthermore, 
the intensity of these partisan identities and the 
gap between them has been shown to be growing 
over time.23 This has driven partisan polarization by 
creating increasingly divergent social realities. From 
this perspective, partisan polarization is not so much 
about ideological divergence. Rather, partisan identity 
creates differences in perception of basic facts, the 
interpretation of facts, what facts are remembered, 
and the types of information that people seek.24

Voters’ views are driven by partisan cues, moti-
vated biases, and emotions, rather than coherent 
ideological positions. Existing research suggests that 
voters take cues from party leaders and elites and 

align their views accordingly.25 In a polarized world, 
the effect of party endorsements on public opinions 
increases, voter receptiveness to substantive infor-
mation declines, and voters become more confident 
in their own opinions.26 Moreover, the fragmented 
media and social media landscape facilitate self-con-
firming information seeking,27 and partisans select 
increasingly distinct media sources that reinforce 
their pre-existing views. Emotion also drives parti-
san identities, and leaders use charged rhetoric to 
connect with co-partisans and accentuate differenc-
es with members of the other party. Such affective 
polarization has led partisans to view members of 
the outgroup with increasing suspicion, hostility, 
and even hatred.28

From the perspective of group identity polarization, 
leaders may be able to influence the level of voter 
support for alliances through their rhetoric. Trump 
openly questioned the value of alliances and used 
angry rhetoric to suggest that allies were ripping 
off the United States. He sought to increase South 
Korea’s contribution toward the cost of maintaining 
U.S. troops in South Korea from $900 million to $5 
billion.29 Moreover, he suggested at times that the 
United States should undo one of its key commitment 
mechanisms by removing U.S. troops from South 
Korean soil.30 Co-partisans may be influenced by such 
messages from a leader, which may be reinforced 
through selective consumption of news and social 
media, emotional appeals by the president or other 
leaders, and other types of motivated reasoning.31 If 

25  Gabriel S. Lenz, Follow the Leader?: How Voters Respond to Politicians’ Policies and Performance (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2013; 
Thad Kousser and Bruce Tranter, “The Influence of Political Leaders on Climate Change Attitudes,” Global Environmental Change, no. 50 (May 2018): 
100–09, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2018.03.005.

26  James N. Druckman, Erik Peterson, and Rune Slothuus, “How Elite Partisan Polarization Affects Public Opinion Formation,” American Political 
Science Review 107, no. 1 (2013): 57–79, https://www.jstor.org/stable/23357757.
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Behavior, no. 31 (2009): 157–86, http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s11109-008-9074-9.

28  Tal Orian Harel, Jessica Katz Jameson, and Ifat Maoz, “The Normalization of Hatred: Identity, Affective Polarization, and Dehumanization on 
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Druckman et al., “Affective Polarization, Local Contexts and Public Opinion in America,” Nature Human Behaviour, no. 5 (January 2021): 28–38, https://
doi.org/10.1038/s41562-020-01012-5; Dannagal Goldthwaite Young, Irony and Outrage: The Polarized Landscape of Rage, Fear, and Laughter in the 
United States (New York: Oxford University Press, 2020); Almog Simchon, William J. Brady, and Jay J. Van Bavel, “Troll and Divide: The Language of 
Online Polarization,” PNAS Nexus 1, no. 1 (March 2022), https://doi.org/10.1093/pnasnexus/pgac019; Baum and Groeling, “Shot by the Messenger.”
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www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-southkorea-trump-defense-exclusiv/exclusive-inside-trumps-standoff-with-south-korea-over-defense-costs-
idUSKCN21S1W7.

30  David Choi, “Trump Considered ‘Complete Withdrawal’ of US Troops from South Korea, Former Defense Chief Says,” Stars and Stripes, 
May 10, 2022, https://www.stripes.com/theaters/asia_pacific/2022-05-10/defense-secretary-mark-esper-memoir-president-trump-south-korea-
troops-5954121.html.

31  Matthew A. Baum and Philip B. K. Potter, “Media, Public Opinion, and Foreign Policy in the Age of Social Media,” Journal of Politics 81, no. 2 
(2019): 747–56, https://doi.org/10.1086/702233; Aaron M. McCright and Riley E. Dunlap, “The Politicization of Climate Change and Polarization 
in the American Public’s Views of Global Warming, 2001–2010,” Sociological Quarterly 52, no. 2 (2011): 155–94, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1533-
8525.2011.01198.x; Amy Mitchell et al., “Political Polarization & Media Habits,” Pew Research Center, Oct. 21, 2014, https://www.pewresearch.org/
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35  Dina Smeltz, “Are We Drowning at the Water’s Edge? Foreign Policy Polarization Among the US Public,” International Politics 59, no. 5 (2022): 
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voter views are, in fact, highly malleable, as Matthew 
Baum and Philip Potter suggest, then the dynamics 
of costly signaling may be undermined, which could 
weaken the credibility of America’s commitment to 
defend South Korea.32 A leader such as Trump may 
have the means to limit domestic audience costs 
by swaying supporter opinions and could therefore 
undo commitment mechanisms, such as drawing 
down or eliminating America’s troop presence, with 
little domestic political consequence.

Some evidence suggests that group identity po-
larization may have different effects on Democrats 
and Republicans. Some research has found that Re-
publicans are more prone to feelings of outrage.33 
Moreover, partisan sorting has created greater social 
cohesion in the Republican party as it has become 
whiter and more Christian, while Democrats have 
become a broader and more diverse coalition.34 With 
less heterogeneity and greater tendency to feelings 
of outrage, polarizing cues may have clearer and 
stronger effects for Republicans than for Democrats.

Existing Work 

While there is some existing work that is relevant 
to understanding the effects of partisanship on sup-
port for alliances, the evidence is mixed. One study 
suggests that there is no partisan divide between 
Democrats and Republicans toward alliances.35 Oth-
er research finds that audience costs do not vary 
by partisanship in situations that involve a leader 
backing down from a public statement to defend 
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another country (not necessarily an ally) that has 
been invaded.36 Michael Tomz and Jessica Weeks 
reach a similar conclusion with regard to formal 
alliances. They found that alliance treaties increase 
audience costs and that these effects hold regard-
less of partisan affiliation.37 Joshua Alley, however, 
notes systematic differences between strong par-
tisans, specifically Democrats who are committed 
to alliances and Republicans who are skeptical of 
alliances. Moreover, these strong partisans are not 
responsive to elite cues.38 Kyung Suk Lee and Kirby 
Goidel investigated whether different framings and 
partisan cues affect U.S. voter support for NATO. 
They found that framing the alliance in terms of 
cost to the United States reduces support for NATO, 
but that a cue from Trump had a weaker and more 
mixed effect.39 This study seeks to contribute to 
this work by systematically examining the effects 
of ideological and group identity polarization using 
four survey experiments.

Research Approach

Case Selection 

While there is debate about the use of hypothetical 
versus real world cases, we have chosen to focus on 
U.S. voter views toward South Korea.40 Compared to 
hypothetical scenarios that do not use actual coun-
tries, using the U.S.-South Korean alliance allows us to 
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https://doi.org/10.1017/S1537592718003390.
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org/10.1177/00220027221143963.

39  Kyung Suk Lee and Kirby Goidel, “US Public Support for the US-NATO Alliance,” International Journal of Public Opinion Research 34, no. 2 
(Summer 2022), https://doi.org/10.1093/ijpor/edac011.

40  Ryan Brutger et al., “Abstraction and Detail in Experimental Design,” American Journal of Political (2022), https://doi.org/10.1111/ajps.12710 
demonstrate that findings hold across experiments using abstraction or greater realistic detail.

41  Katrin Auspurg and Thomas Hinz, Factorial Survey Experiments, vol. 175 (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 2014)

42  Steven Casey, Selling the Korean War: Propaganda, Politics, and Public Opinion in the United States, 1950–1953 (Oxford; New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2008).

43  Han Sungjoo, “South Korea and the United States: The Alliance Survives,” Asian Survey 20, no. 11 (1980): 1075–86, https://www.jstor.org/
stable/2643910.

44  Mark T. Esper, A Sacred Oath: Memoirs of a Secretary of Defense during Extraordinary Times (New York: Harper Large Print, 2022).

present more realistic scenarios to participants.41 At a 
minimum, there is likely to be higher validity because 
it pertains to an alliance that is important in its own 
right, and possibly more broadly to other similarly 
situated alliances such as the U.S.-Japanese alliance.

The United States and South Korea have had a 
formal military alliance since 1954, after an armistice 
was signed halting the Korean War. But even since 
America’s entry into the war in 1950, domestic politics 
have played a key role in U.S. policy toward South 
Korea. America’s involvement in the war was subject 
to domestic partisan politics with objections over 
the cost of the war, America’s strategy, the sacking 
of Gen. Douglas MacArthur, and other issues.42 In the 
late 1970s, President Jimmy Carter’s announcement 
of the withdrawal of all U.S. troops from the Korean 
Peninsula led to a political backlash from the armed 
forces as well as congressional leaders from both 
parties, which ultimately curtailed the drawdown of 
troops. Furthermore, in response to Carter’s inten-

tion to remove U.S. troops, Congress also 
authorized an aid package to strengthen 
South Korea’s military.43 More recently, 
Trump revisited the issue of support for 
South Korea. He openly questioned the 
need for U.S. military troops in South Ko-
rea and reportedly intended to remove 
them.44 He also made demands for much 
higher financial contributions to host the 
U.S. military in South Korea.

Empirical Strategy 

We used four survey experiments to test for par-
tisan effects consistent with ideological and group 
identity polarization effects. For the experiments, we 
presented our surveys to two separate pools — one 
made up of Democrats and the other of Republicans 
— of roughly the same size to focus on the effects 
of  partisanship. The samples were balanced to be 
representative of U.S. census demographics in terms 

of age, race, and region. In addition, the samples were 
approximately representative in terms of household 
income.45 This block randomization approach enabled 
us to examine treatment effects more efficiently along 
partisan lines.46 The first experiment that we present 
below tests to see if there are underlying ideological 
differences between parties. The following three ex-
periments prime respondents using treatments that 
target partisan group identities, including leadership 
cues, media cues, negative language cues, and pos-
itive language cues. It should be noted that we do 
not directly test the effect of partisan polarization or 
address whether it is increasing or not. Rather, our 
approach seeks to test for partisan effects that we 
would expect given the well-documented conditions 
of growing ideological and group identity partisan 
polarization.

The four experiments were fielded in two distinct 
online surveys of American voters. The first survey 
included the group identity polarization experiments 
and consisted of 1,896 respondents who took the 
survey between December 2021 and January 2022. 
The second included the ideological polarization 
experiment and consisted of 625 respondents who 
took the survey in March 2023. Both surveys were 
fielded with Lucid, a digital marketplace specialized in 
recruiting representative, high-quality survey takers.

We measure participants’ commitment to alliances 
in two ways: 1) as the degree of support to directly 
aid or defend South Korea across different situations; 
and 2) the level of support for a key commitment 
and reassurance mechanism in a crisis situation: the 
deployment of troops on South Korean soil. 

Ideological Polarization Experiment

As discussed above, there is some evidence to 
suggest that Republicans may be more skeptical of 
alliances than Democrats. To test if there are any 
underlying policy differences between Republicans 
and Democrats when it comes to alliance commit-
ment, we use a vignette survey experiment that was 
fielded from March 7, 2023 to March 14, 2023. After 
giving their consent to participate in the survey, re-
spondents were provided with this brief description 
of our survey:

An on-going question in U.S. foreign policy is when 
to provide types of support to countries. We’d 
like to ask you a few questions about this subject. 

45  See demographic distributions of respondents in Appendix B at https://tnsr.org/2023/10/alliance-commitment-in-an-era-of-partisan-polariza-
tion-a-survey-experiment-of-u-s-voters/.

46  Auspurg and Hinz, Factorial Survey Experiments.

47  Burden Sharing: Benefits and Costs Associated with the U.S. Military Presence in Japan and South Korea, U.S. Government Accountability, 
March 17, 2021, https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-21-270.

In the sections that follow, you’ll be presented 
first with some background about the topic. After 
reading the background, you will then be asked 
to consider situations that are hypothetical but 
realistic scenarios.

Respondents then read the following text:

In the sections that follow, you’ll be asked some 
questions about South Korea. For your conveni-
ence, we’ve put together some information about 
South Korea that may be relevant. Please read the 
following information carefully before proceeding 
to the next step.

We then provided a neutral presentation of South 
Korea that avoids overt partisan cues. The descrip-
tion of South Korea is composed from the six condi-
tions listed in Table 1. To make it easier for respond-
ents to retain the information that they read, we 
limited the information we presented to only three 
of the conditions and listed them as bullet points. 
The specific combination of three bullet points each 
respondent read was randomly assigned.

The first three facts in Table 1 are our key treat-
ment conditions of interest. The ALLY condition is 
designed to test whether knowing that South Korea 
is a formal treaty ally influences the level of support 
for South Korea differently for Democrats and Repub-
licans. The ALLY condition states when the alliance 
treaty was signed, notes that it is currently in force, 
and cites text from the actual treaty that refers to 
mutual defense against external attack. The COST 
condition mentions the approximate annual cost 
to the United States of maintaining its presence in 
South Korea.47 We include costs since there may be 
a partisan divide over the financial burden of sup-
porting allies. As noted earlier, a much larger share 
of Republicans than Democrats believe that U.S. 
treaty obligations to NATO should be contingent on 
their financial contribution. Moreover, Trump raised 
concerns that America pays too much to support its 
allies (e.g., NATO allies, Japan, South Korea, etc.). To 
gauge the extent to which presenting a convergence 
of national interests might increase support for South 
Korea, we include the COMMON INTEREST con-
dition. This highlights that North Korea and China 
pose economic and military threats to South Korea 
and to the United States.

So that we could include or exclude the above three 
conditions of interest and keep the length consistent 

We used four survey  
experiments to test for  
partisan effects consistent  
with ideological and group 
identity polarization effects.
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(three bullet points), we also had three additional 
facts that contain generic information about South 
Korea. These include the ESTABLISHMENT condi-
tion, which describes the foundation of South Korea 
in 1948; the POPULATION condition, which lists 
South Korea’s population size and ranking; and the 
GDP condition, which references South Korea’s GDP 
size in dollars and in relation to the U.S. economy.

After reading the three randomly assigned facts 
about South Korea, respondents were presented with 
four different conflict scenarios with the order in 
which the scenarios appeared randomized to avoid 
order bias.48 Each scenario involves a military conflict 
between South Korea and an adversary (either China 
or North Korea). After each scenario, respondents 
indicated their level of support for a possible U.S. 
response using an 11-point Likert scale ranging from 
-5 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). To make 

48  See Table A.1 in Appendix A for a full description of the scenarios, available at https://tnsr.org/2023/10/alliance-commit-
ment-in-an-era-of-partisan-polarization-a-survey-experiment-of-u-s-voters/.

these decisions more realistic, each option to support 
South Korea incorporates costs to the United States. 
For three of the scenarios, U.S. intervention would 
result in thousands of U.S. military casualties. In the 
fourth scenario, the costs are economic — billions 
of dollars to the U.S. economy. We used a variety of 
scenarios — including one direct attack and seizure 
of South Korean territory as well as conflicts that 
involve coercion and the use of force against South 
Korean forces in other contexts — to gauge how 
robust voter support is for South Korea.

The NORTH KOREA scenario involves a North Ko-
rean invasion of a South Korean island. U.S. support 
for South Korea is described as leading to military 
casualties. In the MINING scenario, China seizes a 
South Korean mining operation in disputed seas. The 
United States then must decide whether to help South 
Korea retake the mining operation and maritime space, 

even with the possibility of casualties. In 
the CYBER ATTACK scenario, the United 
States weighs launching a cyber attack 
against China in retaliation for its cyber 
attack on South Korea. China’s cyber at-
tack is prompted by America and South 
Korea signing a new military cooperation 
agreement. U.S. involvement would lead 
to billions of dollars of economic damage 
to the United States as well as shutdowns 
of some of its critical infrastructure. Fi-
nally, a SEA PATROL scenario describes a 
conflict arising from a Chinese attack on 
South Korean naval vessels that are part 
of a joint patrol with the United States 
in the South China Sea, a body of water 
described as vital to international trade. 
America must decide whether to aid South 

Korea or not in an operation that is expected to lead 
to U.S. military casualties.

Results and Discussion

Looking at the responses from both Democrats and 
Republicans, the overall level of support is positive 
across all four scenarios, but there is some variation. 
As Figure 1 shows, for three scenarios — NORTH 
KOREA, MINING, and CYBER ATTACK — the lev-
el of support for helping South Korea ranges from 
about 1 to 1.2 on the Likert scale that ranges from 
-5 (strongly disagree) to +5 (strongly agree). For the 
SEA PATROL scenario, in which the United States 
weighs a strike on a Chinese ship in retaliation for 
the Chinese military sinking a South Korean ship, 
the average response is lower at 0.52.

Figure 149 also shows the partisan differences in 
response between Democrats and Republicans. For 
this, as well as for subsequent experiments, we define 
“partisans” as those who self-identify with a spe-
cific party.50 The results show clearly that there are 
meaningful differences between the two. Compared 
to Republicans, Democrats express higher levels of 
support for South Korea across all four scenarios. As 

49  95 percent confidence intervals are shown.

50  Our vendor targeted partisan respondents by using this screening question: “In politics today, do you consider yourself a Democrat, Re-
publican, or Independent?” We also asked respondents: “Do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican or Democratic party?” In robustness 
checks, we used participants’ vote for the 2020 presidential election as an alternative measure of partisan identity. See Appendix C at https://tnsr.
org/2023/10/alliance-commitment-in-an-era-of-partisan-polarization-a-survey-experiment-of-u-s-voters/.

51  The statistical results are presented in Appendix A at https://tnsr.org/2023/10/alliance-commitment-in-an-era-of-partisan-polarization-a-sur-
vey-experiment-of-u-s-voters/.

the figure shows, the gap is quite large, with Repub-
lican responses about a full point lower on the Likert 
scale. In the case of the SEA PATROL scenario, the 
mean response for Republicans is slightly negative, 
while the mean response for Democrats, while still 
lower than for other scenarios, is about 1.

The differences are statistically significant for one-
tailed and two-tailed t-tests (p < .0001) for all four 
scenarios. We also examined the treatment effects 
on partisans.51 We do not find any systematic differ-
ences in the treatment effects on Republicans and 
Democrats. In particular, there is little evidence that 
describing South Korea as an ally (ALLY) matters for 
Democrat or Republican views on defending South 
Korea. For three of the four scenarios, there is no 
statistically significant effect. Only in the MINING 

scenario is there a negative effect, but it is on the 
outer edge of standards for statistical significance 
(p < 0.10). This may seem to suggest that knowing 
that a country is an ally might have little effect on 
support to defend a country, but caution is required 
in interpreting the data, because the result could re-
flect that some respondents likely already know that 
South Korea is an ally. The COST condition also has 

We used a variety of scenarios 
— including one direct attack 
and seizure of South Korean 
territory as well as conflicts that 
involve coercion and the use 
of force against South Korean 
forces in other contexts — to 
gauge how robust voter support 
is for South Korea.

ALLY
In 1953, the United States and South Korea signed a formal military alliance, which remains in effect 
to this day, that declares “publicly and formally their common determination to defend themselves 
against external armed attack.”

COST The United States spends upwards of $3 billion annually to maintain its military presence in South 
Korea.

COMMON INTEREST The largest military and economic threats to South Korea are its neighbors, North Korea and China, 
which many experts believe pose significant threats to the United States as well.

ESTABLISHMENT South Korea, formally known as the Republic of Korea, was established in 1948 after World War II.

POPULATION South Korea has a population of 51.74 million, ranking as the 13th largest Asian country.

GDP South Korea has a Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of 1.8 trillion United States dollars, a little under 
one tenth of the GDP of the United States.

Table 1.  Ideological Polarization Treatment Conditions

Figure 1. Mean Response by Scenario for all Respondents
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little to no significant effect, suggesting that concerns 
about the cost to the United States of supporting 
an ally does not contribute to a difference in policy 
preference between Democrats and Republicans. 
Finally, we also find no evidence that the COMMON 
INTEREST condition conveying common national 
interests affects support for South Korea.

In sum, we find strong support that Democrats 
and Republicans have different preferences toward 
allies. This evidence is robust across a variety of 
realistic scenarios, while controlling for different 
treatment conditions in the presentation of South 
Korea. Moreover, these results hold even when in-
cluding information in scenarios that should increase 
Republican support relative to Democrats. Compared 
to Democrats, Republicans tend to support the use 
of force more, are less sensitive to casualties, and 
view China as more threatening.52 And yet, Republi-
cans show lower support for South Korea across the 
scenarios that incorporate these conditions.

Group Polarization Experiments

As discussed above, existing literature suggests 
that group identity polarization can have strong ef-
fects on partisans’ views. In this section, we pres-
ent our results from survey experiments that test if 
partisan cues influence levels of support for aiding 
and supporting South Korea.

All three of the experiments in this section are 
framed around a true current event, namely the 
perceived threat of hypersonic missiles from China 
and North Korea. Hypersonic missiles travel sev-

52  Carrie A. Lee, “Polarization, Casualty Sensitivity, and Military Operations: Evidence from a Survey Experiment,” International Politics, no. 59 
(2022): 981–1003, https://doi.org/10.1057/s41311-022-00378-9.

53  The group polarization experiments were conducted in a different survey from the previously discussed ideological polarization experiment, 
which was fielded in March 2023.

54  In Appendix C, we investigate any possible spillover effects. See the online version of this article at https://tnsr.org/2023/10/alliance-com-
mitment-in-an-era-of-partisan-polarization-a-survey-experiment-of-u-s-voters/.

eral times faster than the speed of sound and have 
unpredictable flight paths, which makes it difficult 
for countries to defend themselves against them. In 
2021, shortly before our survey was fielded, China 
launched a successful hypersonic missile test, and 
North Korea claimed to as well, raising concern in 
the United States and allied countries in East Asia.

The experiments were also conducted 
within the same survey that was fielded 
between Dec. 16, 2021, and Jan. 27, 2022.53 
At the start of this survey, all respondents 
were first presented with factual informa-
tion about the hypersonic missile testing 
in East Asia. Then, survey respondents 
were presented with the Leadership and 
Media Cues Experiment and either: 1) 
the Negative Language Cues Experi-
ment, or 2) the Positive Language Cues 
Experiment. Since participants were only 
presented with one of the two language 
experiments, they never received con-
tradictory treatments.

To control for contamination across 
experiments, we randomized the order of their ap-
pearance: Some participants received the Leader and 
Media Cues Experiment first and others received the 
Negative/Positive Language Cue Experiment first.54

Leadership and Media Source Cues

In this experiment, we explore the effect of cues 
from political figures and news media outlets — both 
of which can evoke partisan sentiments and group 
identities — on Democrat and Republican support 
for South Korea. To do this, we created a fabricated 
news article excerpt reporting on the actual devel-
opments regarding the hypersonic missile situation 
described earlier. The excerpt included a fictitious 
quote urging U.S. public support for South Korea. 
The text of the excerpt read as follows:

After back-to-back hypersonic ballistic missile 
tests from China and North Korea, experts are 
concerned about the danger this poses to South 
Korea. “I will do everything in my power to defend 
our South Korean allies,” said [INSERT PERSON] 
at a press conference today, “we can not tolerate 
any Chinese or North Korean threat against the 
core American values of liberty and democracy.”

To examine the effect of leadership cues, we rand-
omized the attribution of the quote between Trump, 
President Joe Biden, and a made-up foreign policy 
expert. To explore the effect of media source cues, 
we randomized the news source of the article. We 
embedded these excerpts into mock-ups that appear 
as screenshots of websites from Fox News, CNN, 
and AP News. The text remained the same across 
all variations. This yielded nine treatment variations, 
presented in Table 2.55

Survey participants were randomly assigned one 
of these nine variations. Afterwards, participants 
were asked to answer the following question on a 
scale of -5 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).

Suppose that China or North Korea launches a 
hypersonic missile attack on South Korea. The U.S. 
government must now decide whether to defend 
South Korea by responding to the attack, an action 
that would likely result in several thousand casual-
ties. To what extent do you disagree or agree that 
the U.S. should defend South Korea?

55  For examples of these texts, see Table A.10 in Appendix A, at https://tnsr.org/2023/10/alliance-commitment-in-an-era-of-partisan-polariza-
tion-a-survey-experiment-of-u-s-voters/.

56  95 percent confidence intervals are plotted.

57  See Table A.6 in Appendix A at https://tnsr.org/2023/10/alliance-commitment-in-an-era-of-partisan-polarization-a-survey-experi-
ment-of-u-s-voters/.

The distribution of responses to the question of 
whether to defend South Korea is presented in Figure 
2 for Democrats and Republicans. It is worth noting 
the sharp discontinuity at zero — both Democrats and 
Republicans are much more likely to support rather 
than oppose defending South Korea in the case of 
conflict. In fact, on average, support appears fairly 
consistent regardless of partisanship.

In Figure 356 we present mean responses to this 
question, separated by party affiliation and treatment 

group. As we had expected, support is much greater 
among Republicans after receiving a cue from Trump. 
Likewise, a cue from Biden also increases support 
among Democrats. Moreover, we find evidence of 
affective polarization among Democrats, who are 
significantly less likely to defend South Korea when 
prompted to do so by Trump.

We examine the effect of the LEADER condition 
by performing one tailed t-tests comparing mean 
responses across treatment groups for Democrats 
and Republicans separately.57 Democrat support of 
South Korea was 0.36 points higher if they received 
the Biden cue relative to the neutral control and 0.68 

Conditions Options

NEWS
Option 1: CNN

Option 2: Fox News
Option 3: AP News

LEADER
Option 1: Joe Biden

Option 2: Donald Trump
Option 3: Neutral Expert

Table 2. Experiment 2 Treatment Conditions

In this experiment, we explore 
the effect of cues from political 
figures and news media outlets — 
both of which can evoke partisan 
sentiments and group identities 
— on Democrat and Republican 
support for South Korea.

Figure 2. Histogram of Response to the Leader and Media Cue Experiment

DEMOCRATS REPUBLICANS
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points higher relative to the Trump cue. Interesting-
ly, the Trump cue significantly decreases support 
among Democrats, relative to the neutral control, by 
about 0.32 points. For Republicans, the Trump cue 
increases support by more than 1 point on the Likert 
scale relative to both the control and the Biden cue. 
However, the Biden cue does not affect Republicans 
differently from the control group. Therefore, we 
find that group identity has an effect on the views 
of both Democrats and Republicans, who are more 
likely to support South Korea when given a cue that 
aligns with their group identity. Among Democrats, 
we further find evidence of affective polarization: A 
Trump cue decreases support for South Korea below 
the baseline of a neutral expert about as much as a 
Biden cue raises support.

In contrast, the NEWS condition did not have a 
significant effect on Democrats or Republicans.58 
This suggests that leader cues may be more effective 
in arousing partisan sentiment, especially in issues 
pertaining to alliances.

Our results differ from those of Kyung Suk Lee 
and Kirby Goidel, who found that, while framing an 
alliance in terms of cost reduces U.S. voter support 
for NATO, a Trump cue has a weaker and more mixed 
effect.59 We believe that our experiment has an im-
portant methodological advantage: We embed our 
experiment into a realistic news story that provides 
a quote attributed to the former president, whereas 
Lee and Goidel present a long text that describes 
Trump’s views in the third person. It is plausible 

58  See Table A.7 in Appendix A at https://tnsr.org/2023/10/alliance-commitment-in-an-era-of-partisan-polarization-a-survey-experi-
ment-of-u-s-voters/.

59  Lee and Goidel, “US Public Support for the US-NATO Alliance.” 

that this difference in framing explains the diverging 
results. Another difference is that our experiment 
examines the effect of leadership cues in raising 
support for South Korea, since the quote express-
es a positive view. Lee and Goidel instead present 
Trump’s negative views of NATO. The quote we chose 
to attribute to Trump is in many ways misaligned 
with the platform that the former president pushed 
forward during his campaign and time in office, so we 
presume that an alternative framing that presented 
a negative point of view toward South Korea would 
have equal or stronger effects in reducing Repub-
lican support for the alliance. However, we leave 
the validation of this hypothesis to future research.

Negative Language Experiment

Above, we saw that key information about the U.S.-
South Korean alliance does not affect Democrats’ and 
Republicans’ views on whether to support South Ko-
rea. But does the language in which this information 
is presented make a difference? In this section and 
the subsequent section, we study the role of language 
in shaping support for alliances. Polarizing language 
is often encountered in the context of social media, 
so for these experiments, we chose to present the 
treatments in the form of tweets from a fabricated 
user. Given the mutually contradicting frameworks 
of the Negative Language and Positive Language 
Experiments, respondents were randomly assigned 
to one or the other, but never to both.

In the Negative Language Experiment, we were 
interested in understanding the differential effect of 
language that is critical of an ally on Republicans’ and 
Democrats’ overall support for South Korea. Toward 
this end, respondents were presented a tweet with 
the following structure:

Once again, South Korea is [Ripping Off Condi-
tion] by asking us to intervene in this conflict with 
China. It is time that we [America First Condi-
tion] and keep troops home! #hypersonicmissile

The text in the two condition blocks was random-
ly assigned from the options presented in Table 3. 
In both cases, the first option expresses a point of 
view using mild negative language and the second 
option  expresses the same point of view using more 
emotionally charged language. The text was then 
formatted to look like tweets.60

Both conditions reflect concerns raised by Trump 
during the 2016 election and his subsequent years 
in office. The Ripping Off Condition echoes a fre-
quent claim Trump made that allies “rip us off.” The 
America First Condition emulates Trump’s campaign 
slogan “America First” that he used during the 2016 
election campaign, and which later became a tagline 
for his foreign policy approach. In both cases, the 
second option utilizes the same language that Trump 
has used in the past.

Additionally, we included a control treatment with 
no tweet to provide a baseline reference. Respondents 
in the control group were presented the following 
information on the situation:

60  See Figure A.2 in Appendix A, available at https://tnsr.org/2023/10/alliance-commitment-in-an-era-of-partisan-polarization-a-survey-experi-
ment-of-u-s-voters/.

After news about the hypersonic missile tests was 
released, South Korea requested increased U.S. 
military support. The U.S. is currently considering 
whether to deploy more troops to South Korea.

Survey participants were randomly assigned one of 
these four treatment variations or the control. Afterward, 
participants were asked whether they disagreed or agreed 
with the following statement on a scale of -5 (strongly 
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree): “The U.S. should deploy 

troops to South Korea.”
The distribution of responses to the 

question of whether the United States 
should deploy troops to South Korea is 
much more uniform than that of wheth-
er to defend South Korea in the Leader 
and Media Cue Experiment, especially for 
Republicans, a third of whom indicated 
that America should not deploy troops to 
South Korea. In contrast, about a quarter 

of Democrats opposed deploying troops.
In Figure 5, we show the effect of each treatment on 

Republicans’ and Democrats’ responses to the question 
of whether to deploy troops to South Korea across treat-
ment groups. The first two bars indicate that the mean 
level of support for respondents in the control group 
(i.e., those who did not receive any tweet) is positive 
and relatively high for both Republicans and Demo-
crats, although Republican support is slightly higher. 
The impact of the treatments vary widely, however, by 
political party. The negative language treatments have 
relatively small negative effects on Democrats, and nei-
ther the mildly negative nor the stronger negative cues 
are statistically significant. By contrast, the effects of the 
negative language treatments for Republicans are quite 
large and statistically significant. In fact, support among 
Republicans who saw any version of the tweet dropped 
sharply. Republicans who saw a tweet indicating that 
the United States should “carefully consider national 
interests” or that South Korea is “relying excessively on 

Figure 3. Mean Response by Treatment Group By contrast, the effects of the 
negative language treatments for 
Republicans are quite large and 
statistically significant.

Conditions Options

RIPPING OFF 0: “relying excessively on U.S. support”
1: “ripping us off”

AMERICA FIRST 0: “carefully consider national interests”
1: “put America first”

Table 3. Negative Language Experiment Treatment Conditions

Figure 4. Histogram of Responses to Negative and Positive Language Experiment
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U.S. support” had mean scores about 1 point lower 
than those in the control group. Support for South 
Korea fell even further relative to the mild negative 
language cue for Republicans who received versions 
of the tweet that used stronger language associated 
with Trump. In particular, Republicans who saw the 
phrase “ripping us off” had a mean response 0.5 
points lower than those who saw the more neutrally 
framed “relying excessively on U.S. support.” The 
inclusion of the term “America first” also lowered 
support for South Korea relative to those who saw 
the phrase “carefully consider national interests,” 
though in this case the difference is not statistically 
significant. The stronger versions that evoke Trump’s 
rhetoric also lowered support among Democrats 
relative to the mild negative cue. The differences 
are not statistically significant, however, perhaps 
due to the implicit Trump cue.

Thus, the mean level of support among Republicans 
who saw the stronger negative cues — “ripping us 
off” and “put America first” — dropped to below zero 
while among Democrats support remained positive 
across the board.61

Positive Language Experiment

The Positive Language Experiment examines the 
effect of language that reinforces and upholds alliances. 
We chose to use a similar experiment format as in the 
Negative Language Experiment, but in this case, the 
tweets express support for deploying more troops to 
South Korea. The template for each tweet is as follows:

61  The results of our statistical tests can be found in the appendix in Table A.8. See https://tnsr.org/2023/10/alliance-commit-
ment-in-an-era-of-partisan-polarization-a-survey-experiment-of-u-s-voters/.

62  For the specific results, see Figure A.1 and Table A.9 in Appendix A at https://tnsr.org/2023/10/alliance-commitment-in-an-era-of-parti-
san-polarization-a-survey-experiment-of-u-s-voters/.

This move by China is [Values Condition]. We 
must [Duty Condition] and deploy troops to 
protect South Korea! #hypersonicmissile

The text for each condition is randomly assigned 
from options presented in Table 4. Again, the first 
option for each condition expresses a point of view 
using more neutral language, and the second option 
expresses the same point of view using emotionally 
charged language.

The conditions in this experiment reflect more 
traditional arguments in favor of U.S. involvement 
abroad, using the lofty language about duty and 
values that the Biden administration often utilizes. 
The Values Condition presents an ideological argu-
ment against China’s actions, using language about 
“American values.” The Duty Condition studies the 
effect of rhetoric regarding America’s international 
responsibilities — emphasizing the “duty” of the 
United States to the rest of the world — on the 
public’s willingness to support South Korea.

We used the same control group from the Negative 
Language Experiment and again randomly assigned 

the other respondents to one of the tweet variations. 
Participants were asked to rank whether they agreed 
or disagreed with the same statement presented in 
the Negative Language Experiment.

Both the VALUES and DUTY conditions had insig-
nificant effects on both Democrats and Republicans, 
whose support for South Korea remained stable 
across all treatments.62 Therefore, it appears that 

appeals to traditional arguments in favor of allianc-
es do not shift public opinion. Our results suggest 
that negative language that demeans alliances is 
more effective in changing public opinion than pos-
itive language which upholds alliances. One caveat, 
though, is that the positive cues, while more in line 
with rhetoric used by Biden, are less identifiable with 
a specific leader, compared to the more negative 
nationalist language used by Trump.  

Conclusion

Collectively, our findings suggest that there are 
meaningful partisan differences in the level and re-
silience of support for a major U.S. ally, South Korea. 
Republicans have lower enthusiasm for aiding South 
Korea than Democrats, a finding that is consistent 
across different scenarios and controlling for dif-
ferent presentations of South Korea. This finding 
is particularly striking given that Republicans tend 
to be more willing in general to support the use of 
force, are more tolerant of casualties, and tend to 
view China as more threatening than Democrats. On 
average, however, it should be noted that Republicans 
still support helping South Korea in all but one of our 
scenarios in our ideological polarization experiment.

Furthermore, our experiments investigating the 
effects of appeals to partisan group identity suggest 
that certain cues can shift support for an ally, in 
some cases sharply. A cue from a co-partisan leader 
(Biden or Trump) shifts voter views in the direc-
tion of the cue. The magnitude of the co-partisan 
leader effect is larger for Republicans who received 
the Trump leader cue than for Democrats who re-

ceived the Biden cue. This finding is particularly 
notable since: 1) the message Republicans received 
in the treatment supportive of aiding South Korea 
was substantively the opposite of much of Trump’s 
actual anti-alliance rhetoric as a leader; and 2) Re-
publicans express, on average, lower support than 
Democrats for defending and aiding South Korea 
as described above. We can speculate that a strong 
anti-alliance message would have at least as large 
of an effect on Republican voters. Indeed, we do 
find that negative language critical of allies reduces 
support for South Korea in a crisis situation both for 
Democrats and Republicans, although the effect is 
much larger and only statistically significant among 
Republicans. Positive language toward allies that 
appeals to duty and values, however, has no mean-
ingful effect on Republicans or Democrats. Given 
that the strong negative cues are likely associated 
with messaging from the Trump administration, we 
cannot discount that the effect we are seeing reflects 
a shadow Trump cue, nor can we know yet if these 
expressions will prove durable and will resonate with 
Republican voters in the future. Nevertheless, even 
mild negative cues with no association with Trump 
have large effects. Lastly, we find some evidence of 
affective polarization, but only among Democrats. 
A Trump cue can push Democratic sentiment in the 

opposite direction, thereby increasing 
polarization. This was only observed in 
one of the experiments, but it is worth 
further investigation.

Our study does have several limita-
tions and caveats. First, we do not di-
rectly test if the increase in polarization 
in American society accounts for the 
partisan differences that we observe. 
Instead, we draw on the robust liter-
ature and polls discussed above that 
substantiate that both ideological and 

group-identity polarization have increased. We thus 
take polarization as a given. Given that our exper-
iments were conducted at one point in time, we 
cannot test if these effects of partisanship are more 
pronounced than they were in the past or if they will 
intensify if polarization were to increase in the future.

Figure 5. Mean Support to Deploy Troops by Treatment Group

Conditions Options

VALUES 0: “concerning from an ethical standpoint”
1: “an outright challenge against American values”

DUTY 0: “take action”
1: “uphold our duty to our international partners”

Table 4. Experiment 4 Treatment Conditions

We show that partisan 
polarization can create greater 
uncertainty in voter support 
for defending an ally and troop 
deployments abroad.
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Second, since we focus specifically on American 
voter views of South Korea, we cannot necessarily 
assume that our findings will apply to other alliances. 
Still, there are some reasons to be optimistic about 
the broader relevance of our work. South Korea 
shares strong common interests with the United 
States: Its adversaries — a nuclear-armed North 
Korea and China — are also widely seen as threats 
to America. Thus, if we see partisan differences in 
support for South Korea, we would expect to see even 
larger effects when it comes to allies with less con-
vergent security interests. Furthermore, a 2022 article 
found that studies, like ours, that give participants 
specific details tend to produce similar results com-
pared to designs that are more abstract (e.g., those 
that do not use specific countries or leader names). 
If anything, the effects in experiments with more 
detail tend to produce more conservative results 
compared to more abstract experimental designs.63

Despite these caveats, our results provide meaning-
ful grounds for concern about how domestic politics 
might weaken U.S. alliance commitment. We show that 
partisan polarization can create greater uncertainty in 
voter support for defending an ally and troop deploy-
ments abroad. There are, however, many other ways 
that one can imagine how partisanship might weaken 
U.S. support for an ally. In the event of conflict, for 
instance, U.S. resolve to stay engaged would also likely 
be subject to partisan messaging and cues. Indeed, 
as current events in Ukraine show, even a small but 
dedicated minority could potentially block funding and 
threaten support for another country, using partisan 
slogans to justify their positions for withdrawing it.

These findings have policy implications for East 
Asia. The U.S.-South Korean alliance is one of the 
most significant alliances in East Asia. Strong pub-
lic support in the United States for the alliance is 
necessary for maintaining a credible deterrent and 
reassuring allies in East Asia. With public support 
so subject to polarizing cues, adversaries may seek 
to exploit such divisions and attempt to sow doubt 
about the credibility of America’s security guarantee. 
Alarmed allies, dependent on the United States for 
their security, may seek to realign their foreign policies 
through various forms of hedging. Indeed, it is no 
coincidence that public support in South Korea for 
nuclear weapons increased and a growing number of 
experts began to call for the development of nuclear 
weapons during the Trump presidency.64

If there is a silver lining to our findings, it is that, 
in the absence of polarizing cues, Democrats and 

63  Brutger et al., “Abstraction and Detail in Experimental Design.” 

64  Wiliam Gallo, “As Trump Looms, South Koreans Mull Their Own Nukes,” Voice of America, Nov. 24, 2022, https://www.voanews.com/a/as-
trump-looms-south-koreans-mull-their-own-nukes/6848246.html.

65  For the image, see https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:President_Biden_met_with_President_of_South_Korea_Yoon_at_the_Presiden-
tial_Office_in_Yongsan_2022.jpg.

Republicans still support defending and aiding South 
Korea across a variety of crisis situations. To maintain 
support for the U.S.-South Korean alliance moving 
forward, our research shows that leader cues and 
messaging are paramount. Both can play a meaningful 
role in maintaining or undermining domestic support 
in the United States for allies such as South Korea. 
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